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l\ full featured machine that will

im

company by saving ti
a

One person can unroll, inspect,
IT'tr-a?sUfe, cut, reverse roll and
wrap all your carpet and vinyl
sirnply and accurately.

Totally enclosed motors operate
on 1 10 volt power allowing the
Crossbow to be used any place
in your warehouse.

Dual, independent

The Crossbow can easily be

siprss6 control allows

moved on it's industrial strength
casters. Engage the lifting
brakes to raise the machine off
the floor and keep it stationary.

variable
the user to
sert their own comfortable speed
or slow down the machine for
inspection.

a

the bottom line of any
and money.

-l-he Crossbow's steel frame
inr:orporates laser cut precision
arrd is welded, not bolted, providing you with the strongest

and most durable

machine

frerme available.
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"Your complete
and m

Wrap around foot cable control

provides the operator with a
way to engage the rollers from
the front or side of the machine.
Makes wrapping and taping
rolls simple.

urce for floor covering cutting
handising equipment."

The Crossbow's
convenient
fold-in cradles will
minimize the floor

Patented, "Quicker
than Air'; two
direction cable
cutter uses standard
blades and applies
pressure to the
material being cut.

space required.

At 48 inches wide
the Crossbow will
take up little more
space than one
large roll!

Get a straight,
clean cut every
time!

SPACE SAVING

FAST, STRAIGHT CUTS

Open-ended cradle
design is simple to
load /unload and
will accommodate
larger rolls.

Rolling carpet or
vinyl pile/pattern
side out is a simple
one person, one
step process.

The flip up cutting
bar extension gives
you the ability to
cut, measure and
roll up 15 foot wide
material!

Keep your
remnants clean
and easily wrap
them for display!

OPEN-ENDED CRADLES

REVERSE ROLL

The digital foot/inch
counter is easily
programmed with
the desired cut
size and will stop
automatically.

Wrap around foot
cable control, spring
loaded roll up
arm and dumping
mechanism provide
for ease of use.

The operator can
inspect the material
instead of watching
the counter!

All are standard
features on the
Crossbow!

ACCURATE
Dual, independent
variable speed control
will speed up or slow
down the machine.

We deliver most
machines with our
own trucks and
drivers to ensure
that you receive
proper training.

There is a separate
speed control for
both the load and
roll-up cradle allowing
the operator to have
better tracking
control!

We will not leave
the machine unless
you are totally
satisfied!

VARIABLE SPEED

ON-SITE TRAINING

SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER: 11O volts I 60 hertz / 15 amps
BLADES: uses standard slotted, double edge blades
SIZE: 5• 6"W x 15' 7"L x 3' 6"H
LIMITED WARRANTY.· 3 years parts, 1 year labor
Meets all UL and CSA safety standards.

1-800-527 7057

28114 County Road 561
Tavares, Florida 32778
Toll Free:1-800-ACCU-CUT
Local: 352-742-0902
Text: 407-509-3030
Fax: 352-742-0702
E-MAIL: trevor@accu-cut.com
INTERNET: www.accu-cut.com

